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Across
1 Knock down bridge
for access over track
(5,8)
9 Demanding halfsister seized by
purpose (9)
10 Time Switzerland
was placed last after
record "nul points"
(5)
11 Muse or ponder a
topic a little (5)
12 Purchaser announced
for cowshed (4)
13 Conduct dodgy deal
(4)
15 Turned uneven tart to
be finished off (7)
17 Source guarded by
the German resident
(7)
18 Accounts for
explosive noises (7)

20 Face the wrong way
before endless street
of eucalyptus, for
instance (7)
21 Rosemary exemplifies
a lady's ultimate
aplomb (4)
22 Essex chap losing his
head making
comeback as a female
singer (4)
23 React poorly to
keyboard symbol (5)
26 Pop up again, freed
from meagre current
(5)
27 Penetrate what Derek
may do too well, say
(5,4)
28 Rely on written
interpretation to find
one s numbers have
come up (7,6)

Down
1 Hunt county for
cheese list I err in
misplacing (14)
2 Holy man occupying
Roman thoroughfare
is quite a prospect!
(5)
3 Final call for unusual
lard stores? (4,6)
4 Broadcast study of
river floor and
important wetland
feature (4,3)
5 Took action about
upset routine. It's all
sewn up! (7)
6 Mountain goat on
island is cross (4)
7 Forgetting keys,
woodcutter is a
crawler (9)

8 Immediately prior to
daybreak,
proverbially, Theo
heard Turks
cavorting (3,7,4)
14 Back sick vicar to
trap rodents with
pasta (10)
16 Based on experience I
nearly telephone
leading large
organisation, which is
pointless (9)
19 Breeze from the south
facing the French
cheat (7)
20 The importance of
physical attraction (7)
24 Rush home to an
altercation (3,2)
25 Worry that pink
sheets are covering
soldiers (4)

